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Parklet & Seating

Garden & Plantation

Sculpture

Use of old boats in parklet will represent the nearby 
river and it is also sustainable.

Well trimmed gardens in the park and 
Plantation around the area.

Sculpture & fountain 
representing mental 

health.
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Street Lights
Solar powered high effiency street lights are proposed to be 
installed. The site currently has a liitle or no street lights to illuminate.
Installation of these lights is a must as it concerns the safety of the 
residents and will also prevent accidents.
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Bus Station
The existing bus stop is in bad shape, The new proposed bus stop is has an 
innovative design. Solar panels, trash cans, better seating arrangements are
some of the main feature of the new designed bus stop. Instalation of Street 
lights and security camera is planned as well for the prevention of crime. 6



Public seating
The existing seating condition in the area is poor. The new proposed seating arrangment
will consist of sustainably designed seating objects. These object will be most be made of 
recycledmaterials such as plastic. In some places Parklets are also proposed to ensure 
sustainability. 7



Gardens and Plantation
However the place is full of green trees and forest cover is
high however, it lacks the colorful gardens which will 
improve the natural scenery even more. 8



Recreational Spaces
Despite of having abundant nature around the area still lacks many recreational elements such as 
playground and park. Integrating these recreational elements with the existing nature is Ideal
solution for the place. Use of recycled materials for the construction of playground and seating is
planned for this place. Use of solar panels in various parts of this area is planned to illuminate 
the space at dawn. Installation of security camera is also important to prevent crime. 
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Scuptures and fountains

Installation of sculpture in various spots which 
represent the identity of the place and help create 
awareness of mental health and its impact on lives. 
These scupture will covey a message about mental 
health and will be also be good to look at from an 
artistic point of view.  
UUse of fountain is also planned to be installed along 
the scupture.
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